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Abstract—As scientific data analysis applications become
more and more complex, there is a great need to simplify
the definition and execution of such applications, particularly
when dealing with large datasets. The Data Mining Cloud
Framework (DMCF) is a system allowing domain experts
to design and execute complex data analysis workflows
on cloud platforms, relying on cloud storage services for
every I/O operation. In order to enhance I/O operations,
we propose the integration of DMCF with Hercules, an
in-memory I/O solution that can be used in combination
with DMCF as an alternative to cloud storage services to
improve the I/O performance of workflow executions. The
integration between DMCF and Hercules is based on a dataaware scheduler that exploits data locality and in-memory
I/O to reduce run time of workflows. The goal of this work
is to evaluate the reduction of processing costs obtained
by using the proposed data-aware scheduler, compared to
the costs obtained with the original DMCF solution on the
same workflow. The evaluation performed on a 32-node cloud
cluster results in 52% reduction of I/O time, which results in
8% total execution time reduction, and 9% of cloud services
cost reduction.
Index Terms—Workflows, cost reduction, in-memory storage, data locality, Microsoft Azure.

I. Introduction
Workflow management systems are computing platforms widely used today for designing and executing data-intensive applications over High-Performance
Computing (HPC) systems or distributed infrastructures.
Data-intensive workflows consist of interdependent data
processing tasks, often connected in a DAG style, which
communicate through intermediate storage abstractions,
typically files [1]. While workflow management systems deployed on HPC systems (e.g., parallel machines)
typically exploit a monolithic parallel file system that
ensures highly efficient data accesses, workflow systems
implemented on a distributed infrastructure (most often, a
public Cloud) must borrow techniques from the Big Data

computing (BDC) field, such as exposing data storage
locality and scheduling work to reduce data movement
in order to alleviate the I/O subsystems under highly
demanding data access patterns.
Our previous work [2] has been focused on improving
the I/O performance of the Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) [3], a system allowing users to design
and execute data analysis workflows on Cloud platforms.
The improvement is based on the use of an in-memory
I/O accelerator, known as Hercules [4], which is used in
DMCF as an alternative to typical cloud storage services.
This approach aims to reduce the impact of I/O load
on workflows execution times. The integration between
DMCF and Hercules is based on a data-aware scheduler
that exploits data locality and in-memory I/O accessess,
with the goal of reducing run time of workflows [5].
The main goal of this work is to evaluate the reduction
of processing costs by using a data-aware scheduler,
compared to the costs obtained with the original DMCF
solution on the same workflow. Multiple simulations
have been carried out on a reference 32-node cloud-based
cluster to evaluate the cost reduction of the proposed
data-aware scheduling strategy executing data analysis
workflows. The simulation results show a 52% reduction
in I/O time, which results in 8% total execution time
reduction, and 9% of cloud services cost reduction.
Monetary cost reduction is achieved for two reasons: i ) by
exploiting data locality, we reduce the total execution time
and the price paid for the corresponding CPU time; ii )
by exploiting in-memory storage, we reduce the amount
of cloud storage necessary to stage temporary data and
so the corresponding price paid to the cloud provider.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II describes the main features of DMCF. Section III
discusses Hercules architecture and capabilities. Section

Fig. 1: DMCF and Hercules architecture.
IV emphasizes the advantages of integrating DMCF and (JavaScript for Cloud) [7]. Both languages use three key
Hercules and outlines how the integration works. Sec- abstractions:
tion V introduces the cost model used for the evaluation.
• Data elements, representing input files (e.g., a dataset
Section VI presents the evaluation results. Section VII
to be analyzed) or output files (e.g., a data mining
discusses related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes
model).
the work and outlines future work.
• Tool elements, representing software tools used to
perform operations on data elements (partitioning,
II. Data Mining Cloud Framework overview
filtering, mining, etc.).
• Tasks, which represent the execution of Tool elements
The Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) [6] is a
on given input Data elements to produce some
software system implemented for designing and executoutput Data elements.
ing data analysis workflows on Clouds. A Web-based
The DMCF editor generates a JSON descriptor of the
user interface allows users to compose their applications
workflow,
specifying what are the tasks to be executed
and submit them for execution over Cloud resources,
and
the
dependency
relationships among them. The JSON
according to a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) approach.
workflow
descriptor
is managed by the DMCF workflow
The DMCF architecture has been designed to be
engine
that
is
in
charge
of executing workflow tasks on a
deployed on different Cloud settings. Currently, there
set
of
workers
(virtual
processing
nodes) provided by the
are two different deployments of DMCF: i ) on top of
Cloud
infrastructure.
The
workflow
engine implements a
a Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) cloud, i.e., using storage,
compute, and network APIs that hide the underlying data-driven task parallelism that assigns workflow tasks
infrastructure layer; ii ) on top of an Infrastructure-as-a- to idle workers as soon as they are ready to execute.
Service (IaaS) cloud, i.e., using virtual machine images Further details on DMCF execution mechanisms are given
(VMs) that are deployed on the infrastructure layer. In in Section IV.
both deployment scenarios, we use Microsoft Azure1 as
cloud provider.
The DMCF software modules can be grouped into web
components and compute components (see top-left part of
Figure 1). DMCF allows users to compose, check, and
run data analysis workflows through a HTML5 web
editor. The workflows can be defined using two languages:
VL4Cloud (Visual Language for Cloud) [3] and JS4Cloud
1 http://azure.microsoft.com

III. Hercules overview
Hercules [4] is a distributed in-memory storage system
based on the key/value Memcached database [8]. The
distributed memory space can be used by the applications
as a virtual storage device for I/O operations. Hercules
has been adapted in this work for being used as an
alternative to cloud storage service, offering in-memory
shared storage for applications deployed over cloud
infrastructures.

Fig. 2: Workflow execution scenarios between DMCF and Hercules.
Hercules architecture (see top-center part of Figure 1,
this approach: proprietary interfaces, I/O contention
labeled Hercules instance) has two main layers: frontin the service, lack of configuration options, and
end (Hercules client library) and back-end (server layer).
persistence-related costs unnecessary for temporary
The user-level library is used by the application (or
data.
• Scenario 2: Initial input and final output are stored
DMCF workers) for accessing to the Hercules backend. The library features a layered design, while backon persistent Azure storage, while intermediate data
end components are based on enhanced Memcached
are stored on Hercules in-memory nodes. Hercules
servers that extend basic functionality with persistence
I/O nodes share virtual instances with the DMCF
and tweaks.
workers.
Hercules offers four main advantages: scalability, easy
Figure 3 describes, with further implementation details,
deployment, flexibility, and performance.
the second scenario of integration between DMCF and
Scalability is achieved by fully distributing data and Hercules. Four main components are present: DMCF
metadata information among all the available nodes, Worker daemon, Hercules daemon, Hercules client library,
avoiding the bottlenecks produced by centralized meta- and Azure client library.
data servers. Data and metadata placement is completely
calculated at client-side by a hashing algorithm. The
servers are completely stateless.
Easy deployment and flexibility at worker-side is
provided by a POSIX-like user-level interface in addition
to the classic put/get approach existing in current NoSQL
databases. This approach supports legacy applications
with minimum changes. Servers can also be deployed
without root privileges.
Performance and flexibility are targeted at serverside by exploiting I/O parallelism. The capacity of
dynamically deploying as many Hercules nodes as necFig. 3: DMCF and Hercules daemons.
essary provides the flexibility feature. The combination
of both approaches results on each node being accessed
The DMCF workers are in charge of executing the
independently, multiplying the total throughput peak tasks of the workflow (data analysis tools/applications),
performance.
Hercules daemons act as I/O nodes (storing data inmemory and managing data accesses), the Hercules client
IV. Integration between DMCF and Hercules
library is intended to be used by the applications to access
DMCF and Hercules can be configured according with to the data stored in Hercules (query Hercules daemons),
two main deployment scenarios to achieve different levels and the Azure client library is used to read/write data
of integration (see Figure 2):
from/to the Azure storage.
We designed data placement mechanisms that combine
• Scenario 1: Every I/O operation is performed against
the cloud storage service offered by the cloud DMCF load-balancing capabilities and Hercules data
provider (Azure Storage, in the current implementa- distribution for implementing a data-aware scheduling
tion). There are, at least, four disadvantages in using strategy [5]. Data placement mechanisms focus on group-

ing data related to the same task, while the data-aware than using one, but the cost of deploying two virtual
scheduler policy targets the co-location of compute task machines is greater than deploying one during the same
in the nodes where the data can be found in-memory.
amount of time. Although the model was initially based
Exploiting the new data-aware scheduling strategy, the on the Amazon AWS cost concepts, it is completely
DMCF Worker cyclically checks whether there are tasks compatible with Microsoft Azure pricing. The main
ready to be executed in the Task Queue. If so, a task is relevant difference between Amazon AWS and Azure is
removed from the Task Queue and its status is changed the CPU time pricing strategy, with hour slots in Amazon
to ’running’. To take advantage of data locality, the task EC2 and minute slots in Azure. Details on the model are
removed from the queue is the one having the highest available in [9].
number of input data that are available on the local
CCSS is obtained by calculating the total execution time
storage of the worker. This differs from the original data- based on the characteristics of the infrastructure allocated
locality agnostic scheduling policy adopted in DMCF [3], (number of VMs for DMCF workers and Hercules I/O
in which each worker picks and executes the task from nodes). The total execution time includes CPU time
the queue following a FIFO policy. Then, the transfer and I/O time, which is dynamically calculated taking
of all the needed input resources (files, executables and into account the I/O performance of the platform for
libraries) is performed from their location (Hercules local each specific configuration. On the other hand, CCCI
or remote node) to two local folders and the Worker depends on the number of I/O operations, the size of
locally executes the task and waits for its completion.
the data stored, and, as in the previous case, the total
execution time. We include only the cost of storing the
V. Costs Model for In-Memory Storage on Clouds
data in the cloud storage service during the execution
This section presents an overview of the cost model of the workflow. This is the minimum possible cost
used for evaluating the processing costs of workflows in and other approaches could be discussed based on
DMCF and Hercules deployed over the Azure platform. the characteristics of the workload (requirements of
The most characteristic feature of this model is its persistence, iterations over the same data, etc.).
focus on the cost of I/O-related operations, taking into
VI. Evaluation of computation costs
account every cost related with data access (storage, I/O
operations, persistence, etc.) that is a key point for dataThis section presents the cost-based evaluation of
intensive applications.
the DMCF and Hercules integration using the model
The model requires information about the application introduced in Section V. The evaluation is focused on
and the platform where that workflow is going to be emulating the execution time and processing cost of a real
workflow executed in the Microsoft Azure IaaS platform.
executed.
We
have simulated the execution using three alternative
• Application. The model requires details about the
configurations:
application: the CPU time needed for each task in

•

the workflow benchmarked in the cloud platform,
the I/O operations (put/get) performed by each task,
and the size of these operations (input, output, and
temporary files).
Platform. It is necessary to know the main cost
concepts: VM deployment, I/O operations, storage
of data, and persistence. In addition, it is necessary
to measure the performance of the I/O operations
in the platform to calculate the time spent on I/O
operations.

The total execution cost of a given application (CTOTAL )
is denoted as the sum of the costs of the cloud storage
services (CCSS ) and the costs of compute instances (CCCI ):
CTOTAL = CCSS + CCCI

(1)

Both costs depend on the characteristics of the application, the configuration of the infrastructure, and
the execution time, i.e. the time needed for executing
an application is lower using two computing instances

•

•

•

Azure-only: every I/O operation of the workflow is
performed by DMCF using the Azure storage service
(Scenario 1 in Figure 2).
Locality-agnostic: a full integration between DMCF
and Hercules is exploited, where each intermediate
data is stored in Hercules, while initial input and
final output are stored on Azure. DMCF workers
and Hercules I/O nodes share resources (they are
deployed in the same VM instance), however, every
I/O operation is performed over remote Hercules
I/O nodes through the network (Scenario 2 in Figure
2).
Data-aware: based on the same deployment as in
the previous case, this scenario is based on a full
knowledge of data location, and executes every task
in the same node where data is stored, leading
to fully local accesses over temporary data. Based
on this locality exploitation, most I/O operations
are performed in-memory rather than through the
network (Scenario 2 in Figure 2).

Fig. 4: Classification VL4Cloud workflow.
This evaluation focuses on the cost of execution of the number of tasks and their average execution time
DMCF improved with Hercules over the Azure-only associated to each tool node.
approach, which is the default scenario in the pay-per-use
TABLE I: Read/write operations performed during the execution
model of cloud platforms.
of the workflow.
The evaluation is based on a data mining workflow that
analyzes n partitions of a training set using k classification
N. of
Total
Number of
Number of
Data node
files
size
read operations write operations
algorithms so as to generate kn classification models. The
1
100MB
1
kn models generated are then evaluated against a test Train
1
100MB
1
1
set by a model selector to identify the best model. Then, Strain
TrainPart
20
100MB
60
20
n predictors use the best model to produce in parallel Model
60
≈20MB
60
60
1
50MB
1
n classified datasets. The classification algorithms used Test
1
300KB
80
1
in the workflow are C4.5 [10], Support Vector Machine BestModel
UnLab
80
8GB
80
(SVM) [11] and Naive Bayes [12], that are three major FUnLab
80
≈8GB
80
80
80
≈6GB
80
classification algorithms [13]. The training set, test set, ClassDataset
and unlabeled dataset, that represent the input of the
workflow, have been generated from the KDD Cup 1999’s
TABLE II: Computing operations performed during the execudataset2 , which contains a wide variety of simulated
tion of the workflow.
intrusion records in a military network environment.
Figure 4 shows the VL4Cloud version of the data
Number of Average execution
Tool Node
instances
time in secs
mining workflow. The visual formalism clearly highlights
the level of parallelism of the workflow, expressed by
Shuffler
1
1
Partitioner
1
1
the number of parallel paths and the cardinality of tool
C45
20
288
array nodes (20 for the three data classifiers and 80 for
SVM
20
600
the Filter and the Predictor).
NaiveBayes
20
791
Filter
80
104
Table I lists all the read/write operations performed
ModelSelector
1
9
during the execution of the workflow on each data node.
Predictor
80
2,321
Each row of the table describes: i ) the number of files
included in the data array node; ii ) the total size of
The simulation results are based on synthetic bandthe data array; iii ) the total number of read operations
width measurements performed over the Azure infrasperformed on the files included in the data array; and iv)
tructure and the Azure cost concepts3 . The benchmark
the total number of write operations performed on the
3 https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/virtualfiles included in the data array. Similarly, Table II lists
2 http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99/kddcup99

machines/linux/ and
https://azure.microsoft.com/es-es/pricing/details/storage/blobs/
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Fig. 5: Breakdown of the estimated execution time of the workflow deployed over different configurations, using up to 32 DMCF
workers. The secondary axis shows the cost of execution of the workflow.

32 workers

I/O output time
Cost Data-aware

Fig. 6: Detailed view of the results present in Figure 5. This figure discards CPU time, and focuses on the time spent in I/O
operations. In the secondary axis the results are enclosed between 14 and 19 to better show the cost differences between cases.
application performs write and read operations over a
256 MB file with a 4 MB chunk size. We have deployed
the application on Azure D2_v2 VM instances in the
West Europe region. The results are summarized in
Table III and represent the expected I/O performance
of the application when deployed over each evaluated
configuration. Table IV presents the cost concepts taken
into account in the simulation.

TABLE IV: Azure platform Cost concepts considered in the
simulation.
Concept
D2_v2 VM Instance
PUT op. (per 10,000)
GET op. (per 10,000)
GB of data (per month)

Cost
0.136 USD/h
0.108 USD (GRS-HOT)
0.004 USD (GRS-HOT)
0.0392 USD (GRS-HOT)

with a different level of detail.
Figure 5 clearly shows how the performance of the
application scales with the number of worker nodes
Solution
Read op.
Write op.
available, reducing the total execution time. However, it
Azure storage
60 MB/s
30 MB/s
should be noted how the total cost of execution remains
Hercules remote
175 MB/s
180 MB/s
constant, because the VM instances are used during a
Hercules local
800 MB/s
1,000 MB/s
smaller amount of time. In fact, the efficiency of the
execution scales linearly, paying the same money and
Figures 5 and 6 plot the breakdown of the total receiving the results in less time.
execution time and the cost of execution of the previFigure 6 increases the level of detail of Figure 5 to better
ously introduced workflow deployed over configurations show the differences between configurations. The figure
ranging from 1 to 32 D2_v2 VM instances in the Azure avoids showing the time spent in CPU operations because
platform. Both figures represent the same information it is not affected by the use of Hercules, and zooms in the

TABLE III: Synthetic bandwidth measurements performed over
the Azure IaaS platform.

Efficiency/cost

1.80
associated execution cost. The execution time breakdown
1.60
now is focused only on I/O-related operations, and
1.40
clearly shows how Hercules greatly benefits the I/O
1.20
1.00
operations performed over temporary data, the only
0.80
operations affected by the deployment of the in-memory
0.60
0.40
infrastructure. It should be noted how in the case of
0.20
locality-aware cases, the time spent in data accesses over
0.00
2
4
8
16
32
temporary data is reduced to almost a negligible time.
1 worker
workers
workers
workers
workers
workers
Azure-only
0.04
0.09
0.17
0.35
0.69
1.38
Following the results presented in [5], the total execution
Loc-agnostic
0.05
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.80
1.60
time is reduced by 8% (6% in locality-agnostic cases),
Data-aware
0.05
0.10
0.21
0.41
0.83
1.66
I/O-related time is reduced by 52% (42% in localityagnostic cases) and, focusing only in temporary data, Fig. 7: This figure shows a metric named efficiency/cost which
where Hercules is specifically applied, the time is reduced aims to show how the combination of time and cost reductions
benefit each configuration.
by up to 95% (77% in locality-agnostic cases).
In Figure 5, the execution cost remains almost linear,
but Figure 6 better shows how the application of Hercules
only approach, which implies a better utilization of the
reduces costs by around 9% (8% for locality-agnostic
resources available and better utilization of the budget
cases) thanks to the reduction of total execution time and
available.
the reduction of costs associated with I/O operations
performed over temporary data.
VII. Related work
We can conclude that, on the basis of this evaluation,
our solution not only reduces execution time, but thanks
Due to the increasing popularity of data-intensive
to this phenomenon plus to the reductions in I/O workflows and the expected I/O bottlenecks, there is
operations performed over temporary data through the extensive literature focusing on solving this challenge.
Azure Storage service, our solution also provides cost
Parrot and Chirp. On the one hand, Parrot [14] attaches
cuts for users. We would like to highlight how the time existing applications to remote I/O solutions offering
spent in I/O operations over temporary data in the a POSIX interface. On the other hand, Chirp [15] is
application evaluated, represents a small fraction of the a user-level filesystem for collaboration in distributed
total execution time, which implies that these results can systems (clusters, clouds, grids, etc.). They are usually
be further improved in other data-intensive applications deployed together as a distributed file system ready to
with a stronger use of temporary data.
be used by existing programs coded with the POSIX API.
Finally, we consider that the implications of reducing Hercules takes some hints from their design: support
the execution time and cost at the same time in Figures of legacy applications through a highly used interface,
5 and 6 can be improved. In order to better show the user-level deployment without root requirements, and
combination of both improvements, Figure 7 depicts easy deployment running a simple command per server.
a new metric labeled as efficiency/cost. As its name Hercules is designed to achieve high scalability and
suggests, this metric divides the efficiency of execution of performance taking advantage of as many compute
the application by the incurred execution costs. Efficiency nodes as possible for I/O operations. Hercules uses
is calculated by dividing ideal execution time by the main memory for storage improving performance in datareal execution time. Ideal execution time is calculated locality aware accesses.
as the total CPU time needed by one CPU to execute
MosaStore. MosaStore [16] proposed by Costa et al. [17]
the application, excluding any overhead (load balance, extends the POSIX’s attributes in order to communicate
I/O-related time, etc.), while the real execution is the hints about the data access patterns between the workflow
total execution time calculated in the simulation. As the engine and the file system. The main difference between
number of worker nodes deployed increases, the total MosaStore and Hercules is its centralized metadata server
execution time is reduced, and the efficiency shows both in contrast with our fully-distributed approach with easy
the speedup and the overhead reductions, which better and flexible deployment.
express the impact of deploying more DMCF workers
AMFS. AMFS shell [18] is a simple scripting language
and Hercules I/O nodes.
for running parallel scripting applications, taking advanFigure 7, shows the combination of both efficiency tage of in-memory storage in large-scale systems. The
and execution cost. This metric shows an improvement objective of this solution is similar to the DMCF and
close to 20% using Hercules (16% in locality-agnostic Hercules combination, but DMCF additionally offers a
scenarios) in contrast with the default Azure Storage Graphical User Interface (GUI) for visually designing

workflows. AMFS and Hercules share the distributed
metadata approach.
HyCache+. HyCache+ [19] is a distributed storage middleware that allows I/O to effectively leverage the high bisection bandwidth of the high-speed interconnect of massively parallel high-end computing systems. HyCache+
caches hot information of the shared filesystem (e.g. metadata or intermediate or temporary results of workflows)
and asynchronously swaps cold data with the shared
file system. Some similarities between HyCache+ and
Hercules are their fully distributed metadata approach
and the high scalability capabilities. HyCache+ relies
on POSIX while Hercules offers the possibility to use a
POSIX-like interface in addition to put/get operations.
HyCache+ is focused on enhancing parallel file systems
in a generic way while Hercules has been designed to
work specifically with a many-task engine, exposing and
exploiting data locality in current applications. HyCache+
and Hercules share similar ideas but Hercules is ready
to be deployed to improve many-task I/O performance
focusing on easy and flexible deployment options.
VIII. Conclusions
This work evaluated the reduction of processing costs
of data analysis workflows in the Data Mining Cloud
Framework (DMCF) using the in-memory storage features of Hercules, compared to the costs registered with
the original DMCF solution based on the use of standard
cloud storage services. The evaluation showed a 52%
improvement in I/O performance, which resulted in 8%
execution time reduction, and 9% of cloud services cost
reduction. The result demonstrates that the in-memory
approach of Hercules, coupled with the locality-aware
scheduler of DMCF, is able to exploit data locality in
data-intensive applications, which results in a valuable
reduction of execution time and costs.
Future work will focus on the evaluation of the approach by testing the system on workflows characterized
by different workloads (i.e., compute-intensive vs dataintensive applications). Additionally, we will further
study the trade-off of allocating VMs with a greater
amount of RAM memory for the Hercules infrastructure,
and how this change in configuration affects performance
and cost. Finally, we will investigate the possibility of
dropping items from cache when they are no longer
available, in order to reduce the memory necessary for
storing temporary data over Hercules.
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